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"SNAP COURSES" CONTINUED

tiourse. Regular sessions are held
every evening from 10-11 in Mike's
Bat on College Avenue. Grading ih
this course is according to the
consuriAioa peg ~. student. No failing
grader, a:..se be:,auce every—-
one makes a noble effort,

Forestry 806
One credit is given for completion
of this coufse* Examinations consist
of being dropped into the Pennsyl—-
vania jungleF by plane and then
walking back to civilization*
Female gl.A.do are Bent after students
who fail the best and bez:ome lost.
This may be the reason why no one
has ever passed a test. However,
marking is on. a cilr7e and the
consistent st:raight line yields
nothing but 16iLs..,

Juvandle Delinquency 13
This is a two credit course offering
the latest in methods of gang
warfare.* Reql3:o equipment which
must be purolaJed before taking
this course an. a blackjack and
zip-gllno A i..ezt written by Willie
Sutton is used.J Students ate
reminded that this class only
meets whet the professor,is out
on good belulvioz-3 Plans or the
final test are no issued before
test time bertau3e of police reasons.
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&!6tor—in—Chief.o,,,,Tom Maxwell
AL-aistant Editor.,..tor,Frrad Steekert
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Editor*. ...John Cappello
Repo..rters 0.04.0•004144' Barbara Katchmariky
Joaale Edwards, Stan Zdepy Tom Maxwell,
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Typi5t5...01..10...4,40ne Tihansky,
Joene Edwards, Tom Maxwell

011. t of a group of female volunteers,
Carol A. Me Laughlin's hair burned the
fastest and Betty Ann Ficek's the slowest*
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